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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 
Spring is a time of renewal and activity, and no less so for Society members. Across the nation , 
training programs are preparing for the annual round of Actor/Combatant Fight Tests. Our Fight Masters 
and Certified Teachers are working tirelessly with acting students and professional actors to prepare for 
that first hurdle in the Society, the performance of the Fight Test. Teachers are reminded that the rnles 
for the Actor/Combatant Fight Test were slightly amended in 1989, and Teachers are responsible for 
acquiring the changes from the Secretary/freasurer prior to testing. Most of the rnles are the same: a 
$25.00 test fee per student; a Fight Master adjudicating; a time limit of seven minutes for three fights and 
two minutes each for extra weapons; a safe fight that is at tempo; and finally, and perhaps most 
imponantly, that the test fights must be acted. Check with Richard Raether for more details. Good luck 
to those in training. Fight light and be safe! 
We are almost done with the preparations for the 1990 National Stage Combat Workshop and the 
Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop. I have received questions in the mail about both and will answer 
here for all the members. There is a difference between the two workshops this year. The National Stage 
Combat Workshop will concentrate on the three mainstream disciplines of Rapier and Dagger, U nanned 
and Broadsword, with introductory classes in Smallsword and Quarterstaff. This workshop is for 
beginners or intermediate students, and there is no prerequisite for entry. The Advanced Actor/ 
Combatant Workshop is for advanced students who have already passed the Actor/Combatant Fight 
Test, or who have equivalent training. It is not a teacher training program. It will focus on advanced 
weapons training, acting classes and choreography performance. You do NOT have to be a member of 
the Society to apply for either workshop. I am also pleased to announce that we have extended our ten 
percent discount to Society members in good standing for the last three years. The discount still applies 
to members of the performance Unions, A.E.A., A.F.T.R.A. and S.A.G. 
I have recently returned from the yearly S.E.T.C. convention in Nashville where we held up the 
Society banner for all and sundry to see. We hosted a three hour workshop in fighting for television, 
attended by two hundred or so, and discussion included questions about safety, liability, and the role of 
the Society. I wish to thank those who helped me: Society members Colleen Kelly, Jack Young, Susan 
Chrietzberg, Gus Gillettte, and Vice President Drew Fracher for panicipating in two video demonstra-
tions. Merci Bien! 
Finally, we will soon be changing the format of The Fight Master. Our goal is to bring it more 
in line with the membership by presenting practical anicles on techniques and weapons disciplines as 
related to theatre, film and television. I am also pleased to announce that I have asked Linda McColl um 
to prepare a retrospective issue of The Fight Master that will present the best articles from the last twelve 
years of publication. She is working on that issue now and we hope to have it for sale within the year. 
I also wish to announce that Mr. Drew Fracher has agreed to serve as Co-Editor to The Fight Master 
for the term of his office. He will help Ms. McCollum edit and arrange articles, papers and other 
submissions to The Fight Master. We hope to announce further additions to the Editorial staff by the 
next issue, as well as "special issues" forthcoming in the months ahead. As always, material of interest 
should be sent to Linda McCollum at the University of Nevada address. 
Finally, the dry heat of Las Vegas sounds good, after months of cold and snow. I am gearing 
myself up, as are the other Fight Masters and Assistants forthe yearly workshops. We hope to have many 
of you there, sharp of eye, dull of point, eager to work on new material. For those of you who have never 
been, I encourage you to come! It is an unforgettable experience to work that hard , and to meet so many 
like minded people. See you there! 
J. Allen Suddeth 
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ON 'MECCANICA DELLA SPADA' 
by Richard J. Gradkowski 
The work of Ferdinando Masiello is of great interest to modern students of fencing. While undoubtedly somewhat 
oversimplified, the rigorously scientific attitude and willingness to analyze questions deserves respect from all persons 
interested in understanding the theory of the sport. Although, with the accumulation of one hundred additional years of 
physiological and neurological study, we are in a better position to evaluate these factors, I know of no modern students of 
swordplay who have done such research. The following is a translation and paraphrasing of a chapter by Maestro Masiello 
and his colleague Dr. F. Corso. This article was originally published in a somewhat condensed version in July 1962 issue 
of American Fencing. The author wishes to thank Ms Beatrice Mavigliafor her help in translation. 
In the Italy of the nineteenth century there existed a number of different schools and styles of 
fencing. Unlike France, which with the encouragement of monarchs from Catherine de Medici to Louis 
XIV, had organized and established a national system offencing, Italy had evolved a diverse group of 
local styles of swordsmanship. Each city or region claimed some unique features and variations. 
Ultimately, there existed three great schools headed by Radaelli in Milan, Enrichetti in Parma, and Parise 
in Naples. 
With the "Risorgimento of the latter half of the nineteenth century, nationalistic feeling called 
for an emulation of the French who, in 1872 had reestablished a national fencing school of Join ville le 
Point(the French revolution had destroyed the previous schools, since fencing masters were identified 
politically with the "ancien regime"). 
In response to this urging, the Ministries of War, of the Marine, and of Public Education set up 
a judicial commission in 1882 to examine and review the situation. This commission, presided over by 
General Achille Angelini, called upon various Fencing Masters to submit suitable texts for a national 
fencing school. These texts were to cover four basic areas: 
1. History of Fencing 
2. Foil Fencing 
3. Sabre fencing 
4. Dueling Code of Honor 
There was no section on Epee fencing as we know it, since that style had not yet been formally 
organized as a sport. At any rate, the Italian Fencing Masters had always considered that the Foil was 
a preparation for dueling and their style was designed to make this transition easy. In fact, many of the 
foil blades were quite long and a flattened hexagon in cross section, rather than the quadrangular form 
now mandated. 
La Scherma Italiana Di Spada E Di Sciabola which in its Florentine edition of 1887 contained 
five hundred ninety three pages of exhaustive analysis and lesson progressions, was submitted by 
Ferdinando Masiello of Milan. In his discussion of the mechanics of the sword, Masiello continued in 
the scientific tradition of Rossarol and Grisetti earlier in the century, developing their arguments further. 
The submitted texts were adjudicated on a point by point basis by the commission and a 
manuscript ofMansaniello Parise of the Accademia Nationale of Naples was ultimately chosen. Parise 
went on to become the Technical Director of the new Scuole Militare Magistrale di Scherma established 
in Rome, and his rival Masiello became his bitter critic. The following is an extract from Masiello's 
fourth chapter of his text: the mechanics of the sword. 
OF THE SWORD CONSIDERED AS A LEVER 
The sword acts as a lever of the third class, because the point of application of force is al ways 
found between the point of support (fulcrum) and the point of application of resistance. The point of 
application of force is found in a position near the guard, that of the resistance has a variable position and 
is precisely at the point where it encounters the opponent's sword. The fulcrum does not have a fixed 
seat but has a variable position according to the placing of the center of rotation in the wrist, elbow, or 
shoulder (Figure 1). 
We know from engineering mechanics that the equilibrium of a lever system is found by the 
product of the resistance and its arm. Therefore F and R (the Force and the Resistance) and A and B (their 
respective arms) may be described by the equation: 
FxA=RxB 
that is 
F /R = BIA 
Because, by the conditions of the third class lever system, we always have arm B longer than arm A, it 
is evident that, for equilibrium, the force must always be greater than the resistance, and the difference 
between them will be in inverse ratio with their respective arms. 
Let us now consider an effective case of a sword. As we have said, the point of application of 
a force is at F, that of the resistance we will suppose at R, while the fulcrum or center of rotation we will 
suppose to be in one of the three points, S, E, and W, corresponding respectively to the shoulder, elbow 
and wrist of the person holding the sword. Now, with F and R the force and the resistance, for equilibrium 
we should have 
FxSf=RxSr 
F = SL= Sf+FR = l+ER 
R Sf Sr 
From these equations, it is seen that the excess of force over resistance is represented by a fraction 
F-R= Rx:ER 
(S,E,W,0 
which increases in value as the fulcrum approaches the guard of the sword (because the numerator 
remains constant while the denominator diminishes). 







The following section on anatomical considerations is the work of Dr. F. Corso, who was invited by 
Maestro Masiello to present his opinions. This highly detailed and exhaustive study has been,for lack 
of space, drastically abridged by the translator. 
SOME AN A TOMI CAL CONS ID ERA TIO NS 
The muscles are the organs of animal movement. The height to which they carry a body by 
contraction depends upon the length of the muscle fibres; the quantity of their work depends upon the 
number of fibers. If two muscles are equal in length and the same quality, the one that has the greater 
cross section has more strength and performs more work. Of two muscles which have the same area of 
cross section but one being longer, the longer one performs more work. 
The muscles are contracted by the nervous impulse that is received from the brain. This nervous 
impulse, according to physiology, has the form of a wave 18 millimeters in length and descends from 
the brain along the nerves with a speed of about 28 meters per second. The nervous impulse having 
arrived at the muscle has a reflected wave with a speed of less than 3 millimeters per second. In order 
to have the most exact figure it is necessary to know the length of the nerves of the muscles referred to. 
Taking account of the greatest distance, which is about 450 millimeters, that the impulse must travel to 
arrive at the inferior fibers of the motor muscles of the wrist, it is found that the disengage from the 
shoulder is made in 1/61 of a second less than that with the wrist. 
The muscles which move the wrist are: 
1. the flexor carpi radialis 
2. the palmaris longus 
3. the flexor carpi ulnaris 
4. The extensor carpi radialis longus 
5. the extensor carpi radialis brevis 
6. the extensor carpi ulnaris 
These are the muscles which would principally make a disengage. The movement of the wrist 
being a complex movement resulting from the anterior-posterior movements of the flexion and extension 
and of the lateral movements of the hand, and being composed of the radio and medio-carpal 
articulations, the base of the cone which it (the hand) describes has the form of an ellipse. 
The muscles of the scapulo-humeral region are: 
1. the deltoid 
2. the subscapularis 
3. the supraspinatus 
4. The coracobrachialis 
5. the teres 
6. the infraspinatus 
7. the pectorals 
These are the muscles which principally move the arm. Comparing them with those that move 
the wrist, it may be quickly seen that they are larger, stronger, and closer to the brain. Experiments made 
with the chronoscope of HIPP, which measures 1/500 of a second, proved that Maestro Maseillo makes 
the outward disengage with the wrist in 94/500 of a second; with the arm in 38/500 of a second. These 
anatomical and physiological facts prove that the disengage made by the movement of the scapulo-
humeral articulation is done more easily and more quickly than the disengage made by the movements 
of the radio-carpal and medio-carpal articulations. 
DEMONSTRATION PROVING THAT THE CONE DESCRIBED BY THE FOIL OF ONE 
WHOUSESTHEWRISTASAVERTEXISWIDERTHANTHECONEDESCRIBEDBYTHEFOIL 
OF ONE WHO USES THE ELBOW OR THE SHOULDER AS THE VERTEX 
And now I must warmly beg my courteous and polite readers to tum their attention to the most 
important of questions. It is known that disengaging is one of the principal actions of fencing. It is the 
action most frequently used in the attack, be it executed as an attack or feint. 
A great many fencers, including Maestro Parise, have always asserted that the disengage made 
with'the vertex at the fist is tighter than that which is made with the vertex at the elbow or shoulder 
(without, however, ever having given the slightest reason in support). I maintain, instead, the contrary, 
and the following demonstration will provide clearly the reasons for my conviction. 
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Whether the fencer pivots from the wrist or whether he pivots from the elbow or shoulder he must 
make as tight a cone as possible. Therefore, he must run his own blade along the rim of the guard of his 
adversary's foil. Following this principle, let MN (Figure 2) be the bell of the adversary, 0 the center 
of the adversary's bell, W the wrist, Ethe elbow, S the shoulder, and XY the axis of the rotation from 
which you must not displace the pivot. The fencer that pivots at the wrist to make a disengage running 
his blade along the rim of the bell guard will describe with his point the arc PP. The fencer that pivots 
with the elbow will describe the arc UU, shorter than the first. And the fencer that pivots from the shoulder 
will describe the arc IT, obviously tighter than the first two. These three arcs correspond on the target 




Letting SE= 35 cm 
EW - 28 cm 
W0-72cm 
OA =63 cm 
and MN= 12cm 
we have for DD= 12 x 135 = 22.5 cm 
72 
we have for CC= 12 x 163 = 19.5 cm 
100 
we have for BB= 12 X 198 = 17.6 cm 
135 
Therefore, mathematically it is demonstrated that the disengage made with the pivot at the wrist is larger 
than that made with the pivot at the elbow, and still larger than that made with the pivot at the shoulder. 
ON THE RELATIONS HIP BETWEEN FORCE AND VELOCITY 
A few words on another question which owes its existence to the assertion of my colleague 
Maestro Parise, who begins his tract with these words: "Haste and force are the enemies of fencing. He 
who uses force will do nothing more than to retard his velocity." However, the effects of force applied 
on a body are manifested in the five following ways: 
1. In producing a movement which did not exist. 
2. In destroying a movement which already existed. 
3. In modifying the speed of the movement. 
4. In modifying the direction of a movement. 
5. In modifying the speed as well as the direction. 
Therefore, it is clear that to obtain any modification whatsoever of speed of a body or change of direction 
of a movement or the complex change of both, force must necessarily be applied. 
OF THE CENTER OF ORA VITY OF THE SWORD 
A few words on the center of gravity of the sword. We could engage in scientific exercises by 
telling the reader of MOMENT OF INERTIA, CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM, MOMENT OF 
FORCE, etc., but we prefer the simplest demonstration and one that everyone can make with his own 
hands . 
Take a long rod of iron, thread on it a little ball of lead, and arrange it so that it can slip along the 
full length of the rod. Grasp one end of the rod and balance the weight on the other; you will find it hard 
work not only to manage the apparatus, but also to hold it firmly in your hand. Then, as the lead ball be gins 
to move from its position (symbolizing the movement of the center of gravity of the apparatus) it will 
be felt that, little by little, the iron rod will become lighter and more manageable in the hand. The same 




OF THE ENGAGEMENTS AND FORCE ON THE SWORD 
In treating in fencing of the blow given orreceived by two metallic rods such as foils, etc., in order 
to judge the effect of the deviation produced, it is necessary to entertain some reflections. 
The faster a blow and the less distance over which its effect is transmitted in a rigid system, the 
greater the effect. In the production of a movement in any mass the time necessary to communicate the 
impulse to all parts of the mass must be evaluated. In the case of fencing, this mass is a foil joined by 
the handle to the mass of the hand, at the hinge point of the carpals. However the mass of the arm also 
participates in part of the resistance, and the tension of the anterior-posterior muscles correspondingly 
unite the other hinges (fulcrums) of the elbow and the shoulder. It can further be seen that a blow near 
the tip of one's foil having to transmit itself from the struck point successively to all points of the foil 
and hand, etc, requires a longer time than if the blow had been made on the middle of the foil. 
We must further note that the closer to the tip of the foil the contact is made (where the blade is 
more yielding and elastic) the more the contact loses effect in the deviation of the adversary's foil. In 
fact, a part of the blow is elided because it is overcoming inter-molecular forces and a part of the blow 
is resolved into two components, one of which is nullified by the fulcrum (i.e. the carpals). 
Letting AB be the foil (Figure 3), H the hand, C the carpals, a blow of the intensity F given at O 
will deflect the foil from the rectilinear position AD B to the point ADE. In fact, at the point O the force 
F (already diminished by the molecular friction necessary to produce the deflection) will be composed 
of two components, the one X (which in large part does not produce anything but an effort of traction) 
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Let us take a more rigorous demonstration applying general equations to the case of two rods, 
perfectly elastic and slightly flexible. 
Let AB and DC (Figure 4) be the two foils and O and P their centers of rotations (fulcrums), F 
the point of the blow on the two blades, and taking FO= Rand FP = S. 
Let V be the angular velocity of the striking blade before it completes its blow. In that instant 
the other blade will be still and will have a velocity of zero. During the blow VI and V2 are the angular 




Let lab and led be the "Moment of Inertia" of the two swords with respect to the point O and P 
and F the instantaneous force that exists during the blow. 
Supposing the coefficient of restitution to equal unity we may write the following equations of 
movement: 
Vl R = V2 S (1) 
lab (V -Vl) = FR (2) 
led V2 = FS (3) 
lab (Vl-V3) = FR (4) 
led (V4 -V4) = FS (5) 
We will therefore have five equations with five unknowns and taking V (the velocity of the striking foil ) 
as a known, we may find a value of V4 (the velocity of the struck foil after the blow) expressed as a 
function of Rand S (i.e. the distances from the fulcrums) . 
from equation (2) RV= FR2 + RVl 
lab 
From equation (3) PV2 =..ES.2 
led 
and therefore by (1) RV= FR2 + FS2 = F[R2 + .S.27 
lab led IJab 1cctJ 
Substituting in the value of F = lab V4 
2S 
We find from (3) and (S)that we have 
RV= led V4 rR2 + .S.2] 
2S ltab led 
from which 
V4 = 2VRS 
led [R 2+ .s_ 2] 
lab led 
We may suppose that the two foils are equivalent, from which lab= led, and sirnplyfying we have: 
V4= 2V 
R. + ...s. 
S R 
The value of V 4 will be greatest when the denominator of the right hand member is least, which wil I be 
the case when R=S. When R=S, we have V 4 = V, that is that all of the angular velocity of the striking 
sword is transmitted to the struck sword. Therefore, in treating of flexible blades, to obtain the greatest 
effec;t with the least deformation and maximum velocity of movement, one must seek the beat with one 's 
forte on the adversary's sword as far away as is possible from the weak of the blade, compatible with the 
warning of not stepping in too close .. 
Richard Gradkowski is a founding member of the Society of American Fight Directors and is currently 
an Honorary Fight Master. He is secretary/treasurer of the American Fencing Coaches Association and 
editor ofThe Swordsman, the American Fencing Coaches Association Journal. He resides and teaches 
fencing in New York City. 
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STUDYING WITH PADDY CREAN 
by Payson Burt 
In August of 1989, Brad Waller and I traveled to Stratford, Ontario to study with Paddy Crean· 
at his home. Brad lives in Arlington, Virginia, and I live in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which translates 
to about seventeen hours of driving. So, we wisely chose to travel to Stratford on our motorcycles. Brad 
rode up from Washington on Sunday, arriving in Philadelphia to pick me up at 3:00 p.m. "When do we 
have to be up there Brad?-Nine o'clock in the morning?" So we miscalculated a little. But with a 
healthy dose of determination, stubbornness and stupidity, we marathoned up to Stratford arriving at 
seven in the morning. The Canadian border police were not pleased that we were transporting swords 
into Canada, but as soon as we told them we were going up to Stratford to study with Paddy, they let us 
pass. No lie! 
After refreshing ourselves with two hours of sleep (did you sleep Brad? I sure couldn't) we met 
Paddy for tea at his home. "HHHHow are Yayayayou ssir?" I said as steadily as I could. (Actually, it 
took Brad and me three days to stop vibrating madly from our transit). We were both so excited about 
being with Paddy that no amount of exhaustion could deter us. 
The opportunity to study with Paddy has been a dream of mine ever since I met him at the 1986 
and 1987 National Stage Combat Workshops in Memphis, Tennessee. In 1986 I was a student there, but 
unfortunately Paddy taught only in the third week of our workshop and as everyone knows, the last week 
is burnout and thinking about your actor/combatant fight test. So, throughout that entire week with 
Paddy, I had the feeling that I was missing a lot of information that was very valuable. The next year, 
as an assistant teacher, I didn't get to study technique with Paddy, but I was exposed to his extraordinary 
charm and warmth by spending time with him watching some of his video tapes in the green room. After 
those two experiences, and the reports from other members of the Society who had studied with Paddy, 
I was very receptive and eager when Brad suggested that the two of us should study with Paddy Crean. 
Brad had worked with Paddy before at APT in Wisconsin as his fight captain and Brad's 
enthusiasm for our trip was quite contagious. I had also know Brad since 1982 when we both were 
studying at Temple University. Our personal history was rich with sharing, humor and creativity, so I 
could not think of a better partner with whom to study. 
Brad and I studied with Paddy for two weeks, discussing history, technique, safety and a plethora 
of other information that only someone of Paddy's experience and personal warmth could convey. The 
day started in Paddy's kitchen with tea at nine in the morning, a very civilized way of starting the day. 
Here we discussed the subject of the day's study and heard many wonderful stories that Paddy would 
remember for us. Then we grabbed our gear and headed out to class which is held in the auditorium of 
the Anglican Church of Stratford. The church was about four blocks away and since we couldn't 
convince Paddy to ride on the back of one of our motorcycles, we walked and talked which contributed 
to the relaxed atmosphere of living in Stratford. 
Classes consisted of technique, choreography and history until two in the afternoon when we 
called it a day with Paddy, and we went on to the nurses' residence to practice, and experiment on what 
we were working on in class. Ah! The Nurses' residence-you might say! Well, anybody remembering 
the dormitory situation at Cal Arts in 1982 for the NSCW might inhale sharply with anticipation, but this 
dormitory was very conservative, yet nice, with a swimming pool and single person rooms-all very 
civilized except for the two crazy guys with swords beating themselves up everyday in the courtyard by 
the swimming pool. 
Outside of class we centered our study on learning and adapting Paddy's APT Hamlet-Laertes 
fight while putting some of our own ideas into it. Also we worked on digging into the old manuals of 
Marozzo, Angelo, Grassi and Saviolo, then bringing those ideas and movements back to Paddy to see 
what we could do to make them both safe and exciting to watch. Paddy would then dissect the movement 
or phrase and give us detailed notes that would guarantee our safety, and be just ever so much more 
exciting to watch. If a movement or action reminded him of something, he would launch into an 
intriguing story and help us see the fight in another dimension. 
There are so many things that make Paddy such a wonderful person with whom to study, but three 
things stand out: 
1) His openness: Paddy told us on the first day that "I am an open book, boys. Whatever you 
want to borrow or to copy is yours. You know, at my age, I want to give it all away." He made 
all his choreography available to us and said "change what you want, make it your own." 
2) There is no ego involved. He wants us to learn and do well so openly and lovingly that 
he simply melts your heart and makes you feel very noble and good. It makes you work all the 
harder to please him. This combined with the storybook setting of Stratford, makes for a perfect 
atmosphere in which to study. 
3) His outrageousness as an actor. Paddy loves to act out the fight and he spends much time 
in rehearsal figuring out just how to make that fight look exciting. Some might say this is 
overacting the scene, but now I understand how necessary this largeness is in order for the 
audience to overcome all the other distractions that a fight inflicts on them. 
Even with our heavy schedule, we still had time for a few diversions. One project was to send 
greetings from Paddy to everyone at the NSCW in Las Vegas, Nevada. I had brought my camcorder to 
Stratford to film classes and Brad and I used this to send our message. Paddy was very impressed that 
we came up to Stratford on our motorcycles, and every day he loved to stand and watch us roar off down 
the road after our class. So, we decided to send the message with Paddy in a black leather jacket, sitting 
atop a motorcycle with a sword strapped to its back! Well, needless to say, we got carried away and ended 
up creating a ten minute video of a lone motorcycle rider roaring through Stratford with beautiful young 
ladies chasing after him yelling "Paddy, Paddy, remember us?"! At one point, we strapped the camera 
on Brad's chest with bungee cords so that we could get a moving chase scene down the road. Brad said, 
"I can ride the cycle with one hand while I film with the other, Payson. " I told him he was absolutely 
crazy and I finally convinced him to strap the camera onto his chest to get the shot (which was plenty 
dangerous enough). Then Paddy (I got to be his stunt double) screeched to a halt in front of his house 
(I very nearly ran poor Brad over), pulled up onto his front lawn and gave a very nice greeting to the people 
at the workshop. I am told that the video got to the workshop just in time for them to see, and that it went 
over very well. 
Brad and I also had the chance to watch and participate in some of Paddy ' s competition fencing 
classes. Something extraordinary happens to Paddy when he puts on the mask and comes on guard. He 
hits his stance and he instantly is twenty years younger and a tiger. It was wonderful to watch. There 
is also no doubt whatsoever, once you are truly fencing with Paddy, that he is the master. His hands and 
wrists are unbeatable and his timing perfect. 
I can't emphasize enough how valuable my experience with Paddy was to me. It has infected my 
work in the way I work with a sword, how I look at the fight, and how I convey both of those intentions 
to the audience. More importantly , Paddy has given me a sense of history, who [ am, where I come from 
and pride in that lineage. If you care about your art, study with him. 
Payson Burt is a Certified Teacher in the Society of American Fight Directors and reaches at Temple 
University. 
· P:nrick Crean is an Honorary Fi ght Master in the Society of American Fight Directors. Affectionately known as th e 
" Dean of Fight Choreographers," Paddy resides and te<.1ehes in Stratford, Ontario, Canada. 
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE EDMUND/ 
EDGAR DUEL IN SHAKESPEARE'S KING LEAR 
by J. D. Martinez 
Shakespeare did not write gratuitous scenes of violence into his plays. Unlike many other 
playwrights of the period, he did not bow to his audience's desire for histrionics or sensationalism (I 
believe Titus Andronicus is no exception to this statement). Shakespeare included scenes of violence 
in order to reveal his character's personalities, to advance the plot of the play, or to illuminate a dramatic 
theme. 
In light of the care he took in creating scenes of violent conflict, I believe that the stage fight 
choreographer should have a special regard for Shakespeare's text and how his words provide clues to 
revealing the drama in his scenes of violence. In other words, the first and foremost consideration, 
beyond safety, should be that the choreographer seeks ways of helping an actor dramatically portray a 
consistent character during the stage fight. The play does not stop while the battle is waged. 
In order to more closely tailor choreographic techniques with the text of the play, I precede 
choreographic choices with a "Conceptual Framework." A conceptual framework provides a dramatic 
interpretation of the scene as a whole. This framework is developed from textual references, 
contemporary and historic criticism, Tudor, Elizabethan and Jacobean stage practice, assumptions about 
character, an examination of the dramatic situations, and my knowledge of period swordplay. Detailed 
choreographic choices are then based on the resulting Conceptual Framework. 
The following suggested stage fight might be considered somewhat "generic." My interest is in 
conceiving of a fight which is highly adaptable to a variety of stage settings. The fight should also be 
short and therefore useful for productions with rehearsal time-constraints. The stage fight remains 
however, closely and logically linked to its conceptual framework. 
Although the suggested framework that follows results in very basic choreography, it would be 
unwise for anyone to attempt to recreate this suggested stage fight without the guidance of a Qualified 
SAFD Fight Master or Certified Teacher. There are many hidden dangers when learning and performing 
a stage fight. Our ultimate responsibility must always be to ensure an adequate level of safety for the 
performers. 
Without further preamble, here is a Conceptual Framework for the infamous Edmund/Edgar duel 
in Shakespeare's King Lear. 
The duel between Edgar, the son of the Earl of Gloucester, and Edgar's half-brother, the bastard 
Edmund, is perhaps the most formally structured of all of Shakespeare's staged duels. It is obvious, from 
the entrance of the Herald in Act V, scene iii, that we are to witness a ritualized battle of Champions. 
The Duke of Albany begins this portion of the fateful encounter between the virtuous Edgar and 
the traitorous Edmund by summoning the Herald. 
Albany 
Captain 
Corne hither, herald, -Let the trumpet sound.-
And read out this. 












[Reads I "If any man of quality or degree within the lists of the anny will maintain upon 
Edmund, supposed Earl of Gloucester, that he is a manifold traitor, let him appear by the 
third sound of the trumpet: he is bold in his defence." 
Sound! [First trumpet.] 
Again! [Second trumpet.] 
Again! [Third trumpet. ] 
[Trumpet answers within.] 
[Enter Edgar, at the third sound, armed, with a trumpet before him]. 
Ask him his purposes, why he appears 
Upon this call o'th'trumpet. 
What are you? 
Your name, your quality? and why you answer 
This present summons? 
Know, my name is lost; 
By treason's tooth bare-gnawn and canker-bit: 
Yet am I noble as the adversary 
I come to cope. 
Which is that adversary? 
What's he that speaks for Edmund Earl of Gloucester? 
Himself: what say'st thou to him? 
Draw thy sword, 
That if my speech offend a noble heart, 
They ann may do thee justice: here is mine. 
Behold, it is the privilege of mine honours, 
My oath, and my profession: I protest, 
Maugre thy strength, youth, place, and eminence, 
Despite thy victor sword and fire-new fortune, 
Thy valour and thy heart, thou art a traitor; 
False to thy gods, thy brother, and thy father; 
Conspirant · gainst this high illustrious prince; 
And, from the extremest upward of thy head 
To the descent and dust below they foot, 
A most toad-spotted traitor. Say thou "No," 
This sword, this arm, and my best spirits are bent 







In wisdom I should ask thy name; 
But since thy outside looks so fair and warlike, 
And that thy tongue some 'say of breeding breathes, 
What safe and nicely I might well delay, 
By rule of knighthood, I disdain and spurn: 
Back do I toss these treasons to thy head; 
With the hell-hated lie o'erwhelm thy heart; 
Which, for they yet glance by and scarcely bruise, 
This sword of mine shall give them instant way 
Where they shall rest forever. Trumpets speak! 
[Alarms. They fight. Edmund/alls.] 
Save him, save him. 
This is mere practice, Glou'ster: 
By the law of arms thou wast not bound to answer 
An unknown opposite; thou art not vanquish'd, 
But cozened and beguil'd. 
The rules governing an appeal of treason through trial by combat, such as presented impromptu 
on the field of battle between Edmund and Edgar, were established by Thomas of Woodstock, sixth son 
of Edward III in 1385 (Twiss). The weapons to be used in trial by combat were specified as being the 
Battle Axe, the Long Sword,a the Short Sword, the Dagger and the Shield. 
An area called the "lists" was set apart and surrounded by ropes or a wooden fence. Guards were 
placed strategically around the area to prevent any interference. In fact, it was often announced prior to 
a trial by combatant, that anyone entering the "lists" would be immediately punished by death! The 
guards traditionally carried white staffs to prevent access by intruders. Special canopied seating 
arrangements were also built for the many officials who were required to witness the event; according 
to the Woodstock Code. 
Since an appeal of treason through a trial by combat was a right generally reserved for the 
aristocracy, Goneril is correct when she belatedly complains to Edmund that he was not required by law 
to, "Answer an unknown opposite." Assuming that Edgar's face was covered by a war helmet of some 
sort, it might be plausible to also assume that Edmund recognized his half-brother's voice and therefore 
Edmund chose to ignore his privilege to deny the trial by combat in order to settle the threat posed by 
a living brother and rightful heir once and for all. 
Of the weapons included as appropriate by Thomas of Woodstock for this occasion, the Short 
Sword and Shield are selected. Both combatants are in full body armor and they each carry a large dagger 
at their side, called a Misericorde, designed to pierce between the joints of body armor. 
They have been engaged in mortal combat upon the field of battle all that day. Their armor is 
somewhat soiled and perhaps bloody. They both look fierce and warlike, for they are both seasoned 
warriors and trained in the arts of warfare since boyhood. In his challenge to Edmund, Edgar speaks of 
his right to bear a sword, a right reserved for a nobleman, and that the use of arms is his "Profession" ... 
here is mine . 
Behold, it is the privilege of mine honours, 
My oath, and my profession: 
When Edmund accepts Edgar's challenge, the atmosphere is suddenly charged with expectation . 
The formal ritual of a trial by combat is immediately begun. The area of the "lists" is established by the 
rigid advance of four guards, carrying white battle staves, marching to the four corners of the battle 
ground. Attendants rush to help Edmund don his war helmet. 
Both champions enter the lists and kneel for a short prayer, for it was believed that trial by combat 
was a judgement by God of guilt or innocence. Here we might see Edmund finishing his prayer more 
quickly than Edgar and then treacherously attack Edgar while Edgar was still in the kneeling position! 
There is an audible gasp from the assembled witnesses at this dastardly beginning to what should have 
been a chivalrous match. 
Edgar lifts his shield above his head just in time to protect himself from Edmund's precipitous 
attack, and he retorts by slashing at Edmund's leading leg. Edmund throws his weight back, and draws 
back his leading leg, narrowly avoiding Edgar's slash. Edgar rises from his knee, and the two combatants 
warily circle each other. 
Edmund circles his sword above his head to gain momentum and slashes at Edgar' s head. Edgar 
ducks the powerful blow and simultaneously delivers a sword cut at Edmund's exposed lower leg, which 
Edmund protects with his shield. Edgar then follows with an attack above Edmund's shield, which 
Edmund parries with his sword. Edgar renews his attack with a head cut, and Edmund successfully 
parries the crushing downward blow with his shield and quickly retreats, circling Edgar and looking for 
an opening in Edgar's defences. 
Edmund again wildly circles his sword above his head to gain momentum for a mighty cut at 
Edgar's flank, which Edgar parries with his sword. Immediately Edmund steps into close distance and 
delivers a head cut. Edgar stands his ground and again parries with his sword. Without removing his 
sword, Edmund crashes his shield against Edgar's shielded flank and for a few moments the combatants 
are locked in a struggle of strength. 
Breathing heavily, Edgar manages to push Edmund backwards and taking advantage of 
Edmund's momentary loss of balance, Edgar drives his knee against Edmund's flank. Edmund falls 
heavily to the ground onto his back. His sword and shield splayed to either side of his body on his 
outstretched arms. Quickly, tossing aside his sword, Edgar kneels upon Edmund's shield arm and also 
pins "Edmund's sword arm to the ground. As Edmund helpless struggles to free hirnself,Edgar draws 
his heavy dagger and pierces Edmund's armor at the vulnerable armpit joint, driving his dagger deeply 
into Edmund's chest. 
;\ pitiful groan is heard behind Edmund's closed visor. Edgar than grasps Edmund's sword and 
losses it aside. Edgar rips off his own helmet and raises Edmund's visor, exposing Edmund's pain-racked 
face . 
For a moment they stare into each other's eyes. Then Edgar raises his bloody dagger, with the 
intent of thrusting the terrible point of the weapon into Edmund's eyes, to blind him forever in death, as 
hi s own father was blinded by Edmund's treachery . Edgar pauses when Albany shouts, 
··save him, save him!" ' 
Stepping away from the prostrate Edmund, Edgar allows Goneril, who has burst through the 
~c\l rain in:,! grip (l f a guard :i nd entl.'red the li sts, ro knee l beside Edmund and gently remove hi s helmet. 
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(ii i PARRYING DAGGERS AND PONIARDS 
"' by DR. LEONID TARASSUK 
Senior Research Associate 
Dept. of Arms & Armor 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Consulting Curator 
Harding Collection of Arms &Armor 
Art Institute of Chicago 
The Society of American Fight Directors has published this comprehensive and 
profusely illustrated monograph, an expansion of the series of three articles 
previously published in the Fightmaster. This monograph gives a compete history 
of the development and nomenclature of these weapons, as well as illustrating 
their wearing and use in attack and defense . 
Published at a retail price of $16. 95, we are offering this monograph to members 
only, at a special price of $ 10 . 00. Every SAFD member should have this valuable 
reference work in their library. Send check or M. 0. for $1 0. 00 ( made out to 




Blue Diamond, NV 
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A NEW DEGREE IN STAGE COMBAT 
by Charles Conwell 
In March, 1990, the School of Theater at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia announced 
its BFA Theater Arts, Emphasis Stage Combat, the first degree of its kind in the United States. 
I began the school year in September with no new program in mind. The concept was sparked 
by two announcements. Walter Dallas, the Director of the School of Theater, told me that the School's 
degree, B.F.A. Acting, had been changed to B.F.A. Theater Arts, Emphasis _____ . This change 
had been made to accommodate a new Directing Emphasis. The School of Theater was now free to create 
new emphases with out further petition to the State of Pennsylvania. At the first faculty meeting, Stephen 
Jay, Dean of the College of Performing Arts, described the increasingly competitive market in arts 
education and encouraged the entire faculty to be innovative in creating programs that would enhance 
enrollment. 
Conditions in the School of Theater were conducive to a new stage combat initiative. We already 
had a strong four-semester stage combat program in the freshman and sophomore year. Each May for 
four years Allen Suddeth had certified seven to ten sophomores. He awarded several recommendations 
each year. Competitive foil and sabre were alternately offered as an elective for juniors and seniors every 
spring. Our annory was extensive. Walter Dallas vigorously and generously supported stage combat in 
the curriculum. I concluded that we could responsibly offer a Stage Combat Emphasis without spending 
a tremendous amount of money. 
On October fifth I submitted the following proposed curriculum to Walter Dallas and Dean Jay: 
Freshman year: 
*Stage Combat I 
*Stage Combat II 
Sophomore year: 
*Stage Combat III 
*Stage Combat IV 
Junior year: 
*Competitive Fencing I 
*Competitive Fencing II 





Rapier and Gauntlet 






Sword and Buckler 









Senior Combat Thesis I & II 





The Stage Combat Emphasis is also a well-rounded theatrical education: 
FIRST YEAR 
Stage Combat I & II 
Acting Studio 





Art & Civilization/Western World 
Language & Expression 
THIRD YEAR 
Combat Rehearsal & Performance 
Competitive Fencing 
Acting or Direction 








Srage Combat II & IV 
Acting or Directing 








Stage Combat Theses 
Audition Techniques 
Movement for Actors 
Currents in Contemporary Drama 
Business of the Arts 
Electives 
Humanities Elective 
All freshmen in the School of Theater share the same curriculum with an emphasis on acting. 
Freshman combat is mandatory. In the sophomore year theater students may elect to emphasize 
directing. Both sophomore actors and directors may elect to take second year combat and attempt the 
Actor/Combatant Fight Test Certification . If a sophomore is certified he or she may elect to begin the 
Combat Emphasis in the junior year. The junior year includes training in four styles not taught during 
the first two years, competitive fencing, a styles review, and a public performance requirement. This 
could be fulfilled each semester in a special evening of fights or in a School of Theater production. The 
junior year prepares a student for the SAFD Advance Actor Training Workshop. 
The senior year is a preparation for the SAFD Advanced Teacher Training Workshop. Senior 
combat majors will be introduced to fight direction and stage combat instruction. Each senior will have 
to prepare a syllabus, teach at least four classes under my supervision, and unofficially grade t\N0 co_mba t 
tests (I will give the official grade). The two senior theses (fall and spring) are significant stage combat 
projects directed, researched, and notated by the combat seniors. These might include a production or 
Dreaming and Dueling. the four fights from Romeo and Juliet, or a fight in a School uf Theater 
production. The junior combat majors will perform the fights the seniors direct. My intention is t<, 
compliment the training offered by the SAFD in the summer. Students who are certified at the University 
would attend the SAFD Advanced Actor Training Workshop to sharpen their skills and familiarize 
themselves with the different fighting and teaching styles of the Fight Masters. Those who attend the 
National Stage Combat Workshop might enroll in our new program to continue the training they started 
in the summer. With appropriate college credits and SAFD Actor/Combatant Certification, a student 
could enter our program as a junior. The senior year of the Combat Emphasis is a preparation for SAFD 
Advanced Teacher Training. I want to graduate a combat major who will be a strong candidate for 
instructor certification by the end of the three week workshop. 
The response of Walter Dallas and Dean Jay was enthusiastic. The Dean had only one concern. 
Could this program be continued if I left the University? I assured him that other SAFD Certified Stage 
Combat Instructors could take my place. 
I then sent the proposal to Joseph Martinez, then SAFD president. His written endorsement was 
instrumental in moving this proposal through two curriculum committees, the University Senate, and the 
Provost's office. This frustratingly slow process was concluded in early March. 
Our first official act was to hire Maestro James Murray to teach competitive fencing. I had studied 
epee, foil and sabre with Maestro Murray for three years. He combines a thorough mastery of his sport 
with a sensitivity to interests in theater and history. Studying competitive fencing immeasureably 
improved my stage fencing (See The Fight Master, May 1987). Maestro Murray is a Fencing Master, 
certified by the US Fencing Coach's Association and the International Academy of Arms. He is a 
member of the National Coaching Staff of the U.S. Fencing Association, Provost to Maestro Lajos 
Csiszar at the University of Pennsylvania, and coach of the Haverford College fencing team. As the 
Combat Emphasis prospers and its budget increases I hope to hire the Fight Masters and Maestro Csiszar 
to teach workshops. 
After we hired Maestro Murray I sent an announcement to the Fight Masters, the Certified 
Instructors, and the Regional Representatives. The University's Office of Communications designed an 
ad for The Fight Master. The paperwork is completed. The training begins in September. 
© 1990 Charles Conwell 
Charles Conwell is a Certified Teacher in the Society of American Fight Directors and teaches at the 
University of the Arts in Philadelphia . Mr. Conwell has received agrantfrom the University of the Arts 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvannia to be available the last week of the National Stage Combat Workshop 
to anwer questions about the program. 
Co-Editor's Note: The Society of American Fight Directors would like to thank and encourage Mr. 
Conwell in his endeavors. It is our hope that this innovative program will flourish and act as an example 
to other programs throughout the United States. 
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REVIEWS 
The ideas expressed in this section are the opinions of the reviewers and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Society of American Fight Directors as an organization. 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
Since 1988 there has been a wonderful little theatre downtown, just off Houston Street, called 
Theatre Club LES FUNAMBULES (named after the theatre in the film "Les Enfants du Paradis"). It 
is a small theatre, very small. But it smells and feels very much like theatre, if you know what I mean. 
None of that uptown broad way glitz. No, it's back to the magic there, the stuff that dreams are made of. 
It was founded by Tim Carryer and his wife Babs Bailey (aka as "Carryer and Bailey"). Tim was at last 
year's Teacher Certification Workshop, and both are members of the Society of American Fight 
Directors. 
How befitting that THE SWORDSMEN (Bright Steel! Sharp Wit!..at your service) made their 
entrance in this magical place to treat us to an introduction in "The Art of Gentlemanly Behavior" on 
December 16, 1989. THE SWORDSMEN are Doug Mumaw and David Woolley, both certified teachers 
in the Society and very much active in the theatre and combat arts. Doug is "Dirk Perfect," the undisputed 
maestro of the gentlemanly arts and David is "Guido Crescendo," a swordsman and oratorextraordinaire. 
What I saw that December night was a lesson in "The Art of Handkissing." Dirk Perfect, true 
to his name, gave us some perfect examples of this art through the recitation of a poem. His rather clumsy 
(and in the end visibly excited) student Guido takes some un-gentlemanly liberties with the lady and a 
fight ensues. It was obvious that both are very comfortable with their act, and the fact that the ceiling 
at FUNAMBAULES is only seven feet high merely added to the fun of it all rather than becoming an 
impediment. A terrific fight with all the drama one would expect followed. The only thing that could 
save Guido's neck in the end was the forgiveness of the insulted lady. Will she, won't she? It was up 
to her and thank goodness she did. A totally delightful act that hopefully will be seen by all of us soon 
(perhaps at the next workshop?). Doug and David are travelling around with their "New Vaudeville" 
act, breaking the fourth wall left and right and "bringing couples together in the spirit of ROMANCE. 
" They will be performing this fall at the Texas Renaissance Fair and do lecture demonstrations, 
fundraisers, and write shows specifically for a company or audience. 
A couple of weeks later, on January 6th 1990, I saw another show in the same place. This time 
it was Tim and Babs themselves in a performance directed by David Leong. "Don't You Know There's 
A War Going On" is basically a day on the beach turned very sour. The performance lasted a little over 
an hour and was very carefully built. Again, there was a very imaginative use of the space and the 
intimacy of this little theatre perfectly heightened the illusion that Tim and Babs led us into: Enter Tim, 
happy to have found a quiet spot on the beach. Something is missing, so he momentarily exits, as it 
transpires later, to get a coke. Enter Babs, happy to have found a quiet spot on the beach. She's fully 
equipped for the beach-venture but the only thing missing is the newspaper. How convenient that there's 
one lying around, next to a nearby towel, which she quickly moves over a bit to accommodate her beach-
chair and parasol. Follows the return of Tim, who's left with just the business section of the paper. But 
one doesn't really get upset yet; it is after all a beautiful day on the beach. Arrival on the scene of the 
seagull in an intermezzo that vaguely reminds of "The Birds." After the seagull it's the wasp. Then 
comes the invasion of people (introduction of a wonderfully crafted soundtrack by Joel P. Blanchard, 
who also designed the lighting). Before you know, there IS a WAR going on. Via a cleverly built up 
interlude with toy-soldiers, the transition is made into the battlezone. And a tough battle it is. It goes 
full-out with dozens of special effects executed by Erik Jensen and Allen Middleton, who appearon stage 
as manipulators of anything that flies, including some MX's. And just as you thought it was OK again 
to sit in the beach chair and enjoy, the whole thing starts all over again. 
A very inventive play, with which Tim and ~abs, like their colleagues The Swordsmen, hope to 
travel around the country. 
A BRAWL AT AGINCOURT 
A review of the battle scene in the movies Henry V 
Director: Kenneth Branaugh 
Stunt Coordinator: Vic Armstrong 
Erica Bilder 
Kenneth Branaugh' s film depiction of Shakespeare's Henry V includes a no-hold barred Battle 
of Agincourt complete with full compliments of mounted knights and Welsh bowmen, and the inflated 
kill ratio. The major piece of action in the film, the beauty of its fight choreography lies in its brutish 
meanness. 
This is war; not a duel, not a street fight between posturing hoodlums. The combatants are all 
professionals, all fighting for their lives in a maelstrom of metal, flying arrows and trampling hooves. 
Shakespeare was at his jingoistic best with this script, but this is film and the audience need not rely on 
the Prologue's description, but is treated to the full gory spectacle. 
The principal weapon of both sides is the double-edged broadsword. Much of the fighting is from 
horseback and the method most used is a constant hammering against shield, armor plate, bone and flesh. 
A combatant bangs and slams with his weapon until he and his opponent succumbs to a death blow-
or to exhaustion. No fancy moves here, too many assailants, too many horses, too many bodies. Survival 
goes to the soldier who hits the most, so the elbow and shoulder are used almost as often as sword and 
mace. 
Interestingly, the swordsmen hold their weapons high above their heads, initiating cuts, both 
downward and horizontal, from an extended, exposed position. In a fencing match this would be sure 
death, but you realize the practicality of it when you see that in the clutch of flailing arms and charging 
bodies it is nearly impossible to thrust and make low-line cuts. In one flurry of battle there is little time 
for the textbook parry. (There is one seemingly apocalyptic scene of typical cut-and-parry combat 
between King Henry and the Dauphin, but since both of them appear in the final tableau-apparently in 
fine health-there obviously was no killing blow, and thus this particular duel seems incongruent with 
the rest of the battle). 
There isn't a great contrast between the fighting styles of the two armies, nor is any real individual 
style evident in any of the combatants. It is essentially a mass assault and battery. I think one's blurring 
of the fighting styles of the two countries is one of the movie's strongest points. The realities of the 
battlefield reduce war and our ideals to a few simple rules: strike first, strike hardest, kill or be killed. 
Military theory tends to fall before a few simple methods for killing and maiming that work, and in any 
conflict these methods naturally tend to be used by both sides. 
The French do use shields more and, of course, the English have their long bows. Character is 
revealed more through facial expressions and the attitudes the men take toward their fighting . Exeter, 
for example, displays an almost radiant joy as he bashes his opponents to oblivion with a mace, and King 
Henry, snarling through the blood caked on his face, hacks away with demonic determination. 
All of the combatants are at war with the elements as well as with their adversaries, and it is the 
rain that prevails over both armies as an implacable enemy. The French begin the engagement in filigree 
and flourish and finish by dragging their wounded from the mud-and that after suffering a deadly storm 
of arrows. The battle scene is a symbol for the horror and brutality not of war, but of combat. And yet 
out of this frenetic terror emerge, as Shakespeare intended, the greatest human qualities: courage, 
tenacity and compassion. The fight choreography is successful not so much for character revelation as 




THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING (FIGHT) CHOREOGRAPHED 
The dramatic effect of a well choreographed piece of stage violence was brought to the fore 
recently in a production of The Musical Comedy Murders of 1940 at the Clark County Community 
College in Las Vegas. For those of you who haven't seen a production, one of the characters is killed 
at the half way point in the first act. She is stabbed with a sword while sitting in an overstuffed chair 
during a power outage (If that last sentence is confusing you should try to follow some of the fast-paced 
dialogue in the show). Anyway ... here is a poor soul, dead in the chair for five minutes before anyone 
realizes she's been killed. When the other characters finally catch on and remove the sword from her 
back, she does a beautiful forward roll out of the chair and onto the floor that almost brings the house 
down and gets one of the biggest ovations of the night. The local reviewer even mentioned that stunt in 
his review. 
In contrast, another local production of a famous musical based on a Shakespearean play was 
performed with no fight choreographer and the pivotal scene was chaotic, juvenile and dangerous for the 
actors. The comment I heard from some of the actors in the show was that every night someone was being 
hurt. This goes against all the precepts taught by the people who teach and perform stage combat. The 
utmost importance should be put on the safety of the actor followed by the theatricality of the staging. 
When a fight is staged well the audience sits up and takes notice; when a fight is "thrown together" the 
audience doesn't remember that anything happened. This shows that audiences appreciate that little 
extra work that is involved with doing stage violence correctly. 
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THEPENANDTHESWORD 
by Dale Anthony Girard 
Due to the short amount of time between the delivery of the journal and the deadline for articles in the 
next issue, The Pen and the Sword will limit its reviews to two books per issue in hopes of gaining more 
response to the column. Therefore the review of Egerton Castle's Schools and Masters of Fence will 
be delayed until the fall issue of the journal. I appreciate the response the column has received in its first 
series of reviews and I sincerely hope that others will accept the challenge and participate as often as 
possible. 
Books for review in the fall issue are: 
Castle, Egerton. Schools and Masters of Fence. London: George Bell and Sons, 1892. [reprinted and 
revised, Work, Pennsylvania: George Shumway, Publishers, 1969] 
Martinez, Joseph. Combat Mime: A Non-Violent Approach to Stage Violence. Chicago: Nelson-
Hall Publishers, 1982. 
The opinions in this column are those of the reviewer(s) and may not reflect the opinion of the Society 
of American Fight Directors. The Pen and the Sword is an open review column expressly designed to 
allow members of the SAFD to voice their opinions. All readers are encouraged to share their insights 
and time earned discoveries concerning written material on ( or related to) the art of stage combat. Each 
issue will list two books to be reviewed, along with a deadline. All opinions are welcome and will be 
considered for publication in this column. Contributing writers will be credited in each review. It is 
hoped that The Pen and the Sword will serve as a valuable companion to independent study, and an open 
invitation for all SAFD members to participate in the Society's growth and development. Reviews 
should be completed by July 1, 1990 and forwarded to the editor of this column at: 
Dale Anthony Girard 
P.O. Box 18954 
Denver, CO 80218 
STAGE FIGHTS. A Simple Handbook of Techniques. By Gilbert Gordon. New York: Theatre Arts 
Books, USA ISBN# 0-87830-580-7 / UK ISBN# 0-85343-581-1, 1973. Pp. 118. Paperback, with 30 
illustrations (drawings and B&W photographs), $9.95. 
Gilbert Gordon is a County Team fencer in England, and has coached with the A.F.A. Bronze, 
Silver and Gold Standard Scheme. In education and professional theatre he has had a variety of 
experience lecturing, producing and performing. Not much is stated about his training in stage combat, 
theatre, acting, nor directing. However, he is billed as "a recognized authority in this art." His book is 
intended for teachers and youth leaders who are faced with the difficult task of putting on a stage fight, 
appealing primarily to institutions that do not have a resident fight specialist. 
Much of Gordon's text is geared towards working with younger children, but it is meant to be 
of use to mature actors and directors as well. "The idea of the book then is to give a series of safe but 
exciting formulas for a wide variety of stage fights which will allow the maximum dramatic excitement 
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with the minimum danger to children, and to give clear ideas of fight situations which any teacher or 
youth leader can use ." 
Mr. Gordon's introduction starts off with an intriguing metaphor about children and their "fights 
of peace," ... the healthy and natural war games of children, not actually intended to kill or maim, that are 
a natural part of growing up. Instead of comparing these unreal wars to theatre and stage combat, as one 
would expect, Mr. Gordon refers to the gentlemanly sport of fencing. Unfortunately this is something 
most actors, directors, teachers and youth leaders can not relate to, and is out of the scope of his text's 
intended content. 
Mr. Gordon's text offers the reader information on foil and sabre fencing, quarter staff, two-
handed sword, roman fights, sword and buckler, rapier and dagger, point rapier, and small sword, as well 
as suggestions on costumes and accessories for the tight budgeted theatre. In his attempt to cover so much 
ground, a good deal of detail and information, important to stage combat and essential to an inexperi-
enced combatant working with children, was entirely neglected. 
The underlying principal and technique of Mr. Gordon's book is the theory of striking on 
invitation. This practice is executed by the victim first, going to the parry so that the aggressor may see 
where the next attack should land. To a point this does put the victim in control, and for children this 
might seem like a good technique for limiting injury through someone "going up" in performance. Mr. 
Gordon does not, however, adequately explain these parries or the handling of weapons to make this 
practice reliably predictable nor really safe. 
Little attention is placed on the mechanics of the cut, and no definite targets other than "the head, 
the right and left shoulder and the right and left flank" are given. The bind and the envelopment are 
touched upon, but no mention of safe tip control, especially across the eyes and face, is offered. Point 
attacks are vaguely described as being directed toward the center of the body, "not too high or low." As 
Dane Torbenson comments, "Mr. Gordon seldom elaborates on points he puts forward, and tends to focus 
on generalizations rather than specifics." 
In the use of the two-handed sword, and the sword and buckler, Mr. Gordon has the combatant 
place the index finger around the quillon (the crossbar of the hilt), seemingly unaware of the potential 
danger of injury or amputation. Gordon never explains whether one should parry with the flat of the 
blade, or the edge, and the illustrations seem to demonstrate both. Little emphasis is given to the distance 
between combatants; and when targets are mentioned they are generally unsafe, such as the right or left 
side of the neck. 
The text promises to describe in detail fights from Romeo and Juliet, Cyrano de Bergerac and 
other standard works. However, this implication is quite misleading. While Mr. Gordon does use scenes 
from classical theatre to help demonstrate various points, his explanation of these fights is consistently 
ambiguous or obvious. Often he merely recaps what is already offered in the script. Subtext and character 
motivation and background are entirely overlooked. In other cases Gordon removes these fights totally 
from the context of the plays, eliminating any real relevance from his artistic arguments. 
The illustrations do very little to clarify the text. Many of the techniques described are totally 
contradicted by the illustrations, or, at best, are taken from angles that made them appear very unsafe. 
Most of the photographs depict awkward attacks with the aggressor off center, bending forward at the 
waist,orwith all the weight on the forward foot, and the lagfootraised to a demi-point. Incredibly unclear 
and unsafe, the photos show attacks to the neck, sporadic distance, weapons direct! y in front of the face, 
unsafe measure, and several attacks that appear to be directed straight at the eyes. There is even one 
illustration of a running attack depicting a thrust to the face. · 
The sketches are primarily simple copies of historical illustrations like those of Fabris and Capo 
Ferro. Unfortunately, the artwork is poor; and the illustrations, for the most part, are inapplicable and 
poorly labeled. Several depict killing thrusts, while others show historical guards, with no care being 
taken to remove the threatening point from the eyes or face. If Mr. Gordon had intended the illustrations 
to be examples of what rapier play was actually like, it is curious not to offer the originals. If intended 
as guides for stage combat these illustrations are radically unclear and dangerous. 
Robert Macdougall comments, "The final chapter dealing with the construction of weapons in 
sch~l workshops sums up his work: crude, insufficient and unsafe. Most of the weapons described and 
depicted in this chapter I would be hard pressed to use on stage. Irrespective of their lack of historical 
accuracy, these weapons are not even fitted correctly together (allowing for serious metal fatigue in the 
tang), and use modern fencing point work blades for edge to edge play, which is simply asking for broken 
blades, accidents and injuries." 
While the text reads fairly well, Mr. Gordon tends to use terms that he does not define or footnote 
and that are not in the common theatrical vocabulary. While offering several interesting historical 
insights, Gordon does not offer any sources to support the information. As the text lacks an index, 
relocating information is tedious and time consuming. The bibliography's listed texts are generally out 
of print or very difficult to locate. The appendices of the text are similarly out of date, suggesting several 
fencing companies that no longer carry stage weapons, and lacking those that are now commonly used. 
Mr. Gordon's text is yet another example of modern fencing techniques poorly adapted to the art 
of stage combat. The good and effective information in this text has to be really searched for and still 
remains somewhat incomplete. According to Dane Torbenson, "Every aspect of the book seems geared 
towards an amateur, low-budget environment, where simply having a a fight is more important than 
safety, quality or relevance to the show. There are other books that offer this information in much more 
realistic, safe, and healthy context." 
The overall consensus of the reviewers is to not recommend this text to the SAFD, to students, 
and especially not to any teacher or youth leader. In dealing with children, this text is unforgivably 
neglectful. Its dangerous ambiguity leaves far too many things to chance. 
STAGE COMBAT; TheActiontotheWord. ByWilliamHobbs. New York: St.MartinsPress,ISBN# 
0-312-75493-0, 1980. Pp. 95. Hard bound(heavy stock paper) with 87 illustrations (27 B&W production 
stills, 59 drawings-43 demonstrating technique), $10.95. 
William Hobbs is one of the world's leading fight directors and choreographers. Recognized as 
Europe's foremost fight director and authority on stage combat, he has staged countless fights for the 
stage, screen and television. Mr. Hobbs is a director of the new Actors Centre in London and gives 
lectures and workshops throughout Europe. His credits include a ten year appointment (under Sir 
Laurence Olivier) at the National Theatre, films such as The Three Musketeers, Excalibur, Willow, 
and Dangerous Liaisons, and working with such actors as Richard Chamberlain, Keith Carradine, 
Michael York, Peter O'Toole, Sean Connery and Gene Wilder. 
The text itself is geared towards actors, directors and fight arrangers, offering a wellspring of 
information on a variety of topics included under the broad heading of stage combat. The forward to the 
text is penned by the late Sir Laurence Olivier, who, to this day, is one of the greatest actors to ever wield 
a sword. Sir Olivier relates tales of old theatrical swordplay and actually lists his own "scars of war." 
Using these personal experiences as scare tactics amply introduces the need for safe effective stage 
combat. 
Mr. Hobbs' text is well written, and for the most part clear and concise. Only in a couple of 
chapters is his attempt to be brief somewhat confusing. The information is incredibly relevant to the art 
of stage combat, and particularly to trained fighters who are in the beginning stages of learning how to 
choreograph and direct fights. Mr. Hobbs has obviously skimmed the cream off of his abundant crop 
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of information and organized it into this valuable volume. 
Hobbs' techniques are essentially safe. However, they do assume the reader already knows a 
certain amount of basic information. While each chapter is short and to the point, the process behind 
specific techniques is rarely explained in a detailed, step by step fashion, and could easily be 
misinterpreted by a novice. At times the progression of techniques also seems confusing in terms of 
meeting the needs of the beginners. (For example blade taking actions are offered before the crossing 
of steel in an attack.) 
Although exacting and safe in what he does say, it is what is not said that is of particular concern. 
While targets are listed as shoulder, flank and head, these terms are never specifically identified, and can 
be very vague to the beginner. The illustrations in the chapter on blade play do not help in this matter, 
as they are inconsistent, and at times seem to totally contradict normal safety precautions. The attacks 
to the shoulder appear to be at neck level. Though one flank cut seems to be at the level of the waist, 
another appears to be just above the knee. Cuts to the head are illustrated to the left of the victims center 
line; and while this is the practice of some fight arrangers, Hobbs does not explain his own preference 
either way. In another case an illustration for the cut over the head correctly depicts a combatant 
performing a passata sotto (a low line evasion), without a stop hit, to evade a horizontal cut over the head. 
While the evasion is shown correctly, the attacker is shown in distance and seems to be cutting just inches 
above the ducked victim's head. 
Hobbs does, however, offer an entire chapter dedicated to safety that does serve to clarify some 
of the ambiguities of the text of the book. He explains, "It is imperative to employ throughout rehearsal 
certain safety procedures," and "the safety of the players must of course come ~fore all else."(Hobbs, 
19) Here Hobbs clearly practices what he preaches. He discusses the synchronization off ootwork with 
blade movements, distance, timing, energy of the attack, targets, and problem actors. He also offers a 
"safety check list," that is a particularly good guideline for budding choreographers. Nonetheless, the 
valuable information given here is still too general to adequately transfer to performing each specific 
move, through the book, safely. 
"Another point of potential confusion," cites Mr. Macdougall, "is Mr. Hobbs numerical system 
for parries. This method of differentiating stage combat from its roots in classic fencing, makes it more 
difficult for artists in this field to speak a common language. Trying to communicate this system to actors 
who have had some exposure to the classic numerical system of parries (either from modem fence or 
stage combat) seems unduly difficult. While it is desirable to distinguish the sport from the theatrical 
art, this can also be successfully accomplished through technique and style of execution: 
Hobbs also provides a brief history of swords that is both extremely helpful and disappointingly 
incomplete. While it avoids being too tediously detailed for the neophyte, the review seems to jump 
randomly from subject to subject without establishing a real sense of chronology or progression. The 
information offered is certainly relevant, yet much has been left out, leaving the reader with too many 
unanswered questions. The illustrations in this chapter, however, are particularly helpful in establishing 
correct weapons for period pieces. Swords from the various eras, hilt and grip differences, and a clear 
idea of the size and length of the weapons are all advantageously shown. This aspect makes the book 
particularly valuable to directors, costumers and theatres in general. 
Though the illustrations throughout the text are usually quite helpful and compliment the 
accompanied text, there is enough inaccuracy to warrant some concern. In his section on heavy weapons, 
Mr. Hobbs talks about the acted weight of the weapons and the use of the whole arm and body to create 
the illusion. The illustration intended to represent this depicts a combatant in a rather unnatural position. 
The combatant is shown in a full lunge, knee extended well beyond the toes of the lead foot, bent forward 
at the waist, head beyond the lead knee, arms extended beyond the head, supporting a broadsword 
practically parallel to the floor. The four illustrations dedicated to rapier and dagger are quite clear and 
would be of great use to the beginner. And thirty pages of production stills, though certainly impressive, 
does not lend a great deal to the intended purpose of the text. It would seem a better investment of these 
pages to more fully demonstrate the techniques described by the text. 
While the book does not lay down a specific format or style of fighting or choreography, it does 
explore many of the principal rules that make up the foundation of safe effective stage combat. Yet Mr. 
Hobbs is careful to explain, "one cannot make rules regarding creativity, but only regarding technique 
and safety." And though the book does not offer a bibliography or index, its concise chapters on specifics 
can be referred to much like a glossary-giving the readers pertinent information without bogging them 
down with excessive details. 
"It is clear form the text that Mr. Hobbs did not set out to write a definitive book covering 
everything about stage combat," says Dane Torbenson. "What he has written is a book which gives a 
good basic introduction to some of the techniques and challenges of fight choreography. It is not so much 
a book about "how to fight," but one bout "how to develop fights." The emphasis is placed on the 
choreographer, and his relationship to the text, rather than on simply learning the moves. So, even if one 
does not entirely agree with all the details of actual technique, it is still possible to learn a great deal." 
While Hobbs' book is not an adequate manual on all the specifics of performing stage combat, 
it is full of important and useful information on the art, and is a delight to read. Hobbs himself described 
his text as "a guide to the inexperienced [fight arranger], so that they may put their own ideas into 
operation more smoothly." (Hobbs, 8) This exquisitely sums up the most advantageous (and safe) 
application of this book's invaluable insights. 
PRINCIPALS OF STAGE COMBAT. By Claude D. Kezer. I.E. Clark, Inc., ISBN# 0-88680-156-
7, 1983. 59 pp. Paper (Magazine/Staple bound) with 59 illustrations (B&W Photographs), $12.50. 
Claude Kezer, the Stage Combat Instructor at Southwestern Oklahoma State University, proclaims his 
book as " a must in the hands of every college and high school director of theatre-" ... "A must for 
directors who want to protect their actors from injury and their theatres from lawsuits." His text preaches 
absolute safety in performing stage combat, addressing itself to falls, rolls, slaps, hits, the use of knives, 
guns, whips, swords (foil, sabre and long sword), as well as the choreography of single combat and 
brawls. In under 60 pages of text, it is of little wonder that Mr. Kezer's text falls considerably short of 
its goal, and desperately fails to practice what it preaches. 
Mr. Kezer, professes to have received his "training" in stage combat "from doing, observing, and 
thinking through routines and exercises." During his thirty some-odd year theatre career he has used his 
experiences as a staff sergeant in the U .. S. Air Force, a football player, and member of the university 
fencing team to embellish his skills in stage combat. (We can only be thankful that Mr. Kezer did not 
decide to become a self-professed brain surgeon.) 
In an overzealous and misinformed attempt to cover everything, Mr. Kezer has succeeded in 
effectively teaching nothing. Basic principals of stage combat: safe distance, balance, eye contact and 
cueing, definite target, and the victim being in control are dangerously omitted from the text. The 
punches, kicks, slaps and blade-play advocated in this book do not explain basic safety precautions 
essential in protecting actors from injury, and are often blatantly dangerous. 
As Clayton B. Richardson pointed out in a 1984 review of the book, "The beginning of every 
chapter opens with sound advice concerning stage combat, i.e., be in good physical condition ... However, 
the meat of each chapter is insufficient to reach the goal it strives to attain, that of safety and the illusion 
of reality" (Richardson,21 ). 
The text is poorly structured,jumping from one subject to the next, with little concern for logical 
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progression, nor for allowing the reader to build upon previous information and skills. Descriptions of 
techniques are very confusing, often worded in ways that seem to advocate unusually dangerous tactics. 
For instance, in Chapter 3 Kezer calls for "a forceful slap [that] should knock the actor down." The only 
clarification of this technique is to add that "Cheeks will redden-that is only natural- but this is a good 
time of actors to learn that there's a price to be paid"(Kezer, 10). 
Mr. Kezer further sabotages his claim to safe stage combat by advocating other blatantly 
outlandish practices: "Cutting edges [ of weapons] must be blunted to the point that they will not cut. the 
point of the knife on the other hand, must remain sharp if the effectiveness of the stunt be 
maintained"(Kezer, 33). With this sharp tip Kezer then advocates a stab, delivered with a loose enough 
grip so that as the tip is pressed against the victim the knife will slip backwards through the attacker's 
hand. He further suggests that in handling a sword, "the tip of the foil...should be pointed at the eyes of 
the opponent"(Kezer, 42). These absolute violations of safe stage combat procedures are quite 
disturbing. As Richardson astutely pointed out," An ignorant neophyte could, using these examples, end 
up collecting on his/her life insurance policy"(Richardson, 21). Robert Macdougall commented, "Mr. 
Kezer offers his readers just enough information to make his entire practice unclear, unconvincing and 
for the most part completely unsafe." 
The photographs used as illustrations in the text were of little help in clarifying what the book 
was attempting to teach. Actors and Mr. Kezer alike are repeatedly shown demonstrating poor or 
dangerous technique: in distance, off balance and out of control. Many of the photos made things 
considerably more confusing by contradicting what was explained in the text. Others were completely 
irrelevant to the subject matter. 
The text offers no bibliography or reference sources, and the index of the text refers the reader 
to such dangerous and incorrect information that it would be of little help to anyone. 
Any actor, instructor and director of stage combat would find scarcely a tidbit of useful orrelevant 
material in this text. While Kezer may appropriately feel that a book adequately teaching the principles 
of safe stage combat should be in the hands of every college and high school director of theatre, this is 
not the book! Kezer's text, as applied to the serious study of safe stage combat, should only be in the 
hands of those closest to the paper shredder. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Sword Hangers 
I am enclosing an illustration of the sort of sixteenth century sword girdle, or hanger. As you can 
see it was quite a rig. Normally, the girdle (waist belt) was secured by a hook-and-eye type closure and 
had a tongue-buckle that was only used for girth adjustment. It also carried a keeper with an eye that was 
situated to the right of the belly, and another usually placed about the middle of the back. The hanger 
proper was commonly triangular in shape. The lower end was divided into four to eight straps that were 
affixed with slip-buckles. At the top was a hook-fitted which was attached to the keeper at mid-back. 
At the lower front of the hanger, behind the mouth of the scabbard, which was passed through the loops 
of the lip-buckles), a front sling was attached to keep the hilt from swinging out to the left. The front sling 
had a tongue-buckle in the center to adjust the length, and terminated in a hook-fitting which was attached 
to the eye-keeper on the right side. There were many variations of this basic rig. 
A number of folks have jerry-rigged hangers that read quite well for theatrical purposes, and we 
have done a few ourselves. But most of our work is "interactive theatre" in which we must bear close 
inspection by the "audience," some of whom are quite keen on the period and would pick up on a flaw 
the way a shark smells blood, and respond somewhat similarly, too. So what I'm trying to find is a source 
for replica-quality hangers--0r at least, the hardware. It seems that the fittings are the hard part. I would 
be very grateful for any information you or your colleagues might be able to give me on locating these 
elusive items. 
Sincerely, 
Adam Adrian Crown 
1045 Coddington Road 
Ithaca, New York 1485 
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Adventures at Yale 
While directing some unarmed violence at the Winterfest in January at Yal Rep, I had the pleasure 
of using the Beinecke Rare Book Library at Yale. I encountered there one of the most beautiful books 
on fencing I have ever seen. The Art of Defence was undated and without author. The card catalog listed 
the author as John Marshall and I imagined it to be published between 1660 and 1710. The publisher's 
London address was included on the first page. There was no text. Each of the large (approximately eight 
and a half by fourteen plates was captioned in English). The plates were meticulously and dynamically 
rendered. On the ground were items of dress that the combatants had discarded before fighting. Most 
of them simply discarded their scabbards and hats. Some had taken off their wigs. One fighter had 
removed his coat, shoes and stockings. He was fighting barefooted with his sleeves rolled up. Some of 
the fighters were Black. Two men were fighting with large bates tied on the tips of their swords. I had 
read of such bates but had never seen them documented or illustrated. 
Curiously the book is not listed in the bibliographies of The Art and History of Personal 
Combat or Schools and Masters of Fence. Whenever I am near a university library, I always check 
the card catalog. It is surprising what can be found. 
Charles Conwell 
Assistant Professor of Theater 
The University of the Arts 
Editor's note: Aylward in The Small Sword in England mentions an undated album of 
fencing plates ,vithout text by Henry Black\vell ,vhich was published in London probably 
in the first half of the eighteenth century. 
Dennis L. Graves 
-Swordcutler-
255 So. 41st 
Boulder, CO 80303 
303-494-4685 
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POINTS OF INTEREST 
Private Study in the Stage Combat Arts 
. Drew Fracher, Fight Master and Vice President of the Society of American Fight Directors is now 
offering private study in all forms of stage combat at the Abiding Grace Farm in Harrodsburg, Kentucky. 
In a retreat atmosphere students work one on one, or in pairs, for up to six hours a day on a curriculum 
designed to fit the students' specific needs. The study of history and practice of personal combat through 
the ages, as well as an investigation of the techniques of some of Hollywood's most famous choreog-
raphers are also included. 
Housing and three home grown/home cooked meals a day will be provided. One or two week 
sessions are available. Two to three months advance notice is needed to schedule sessions and a hundred 
dollar non-refundable deposit is required. The fee, which does not include transportation, is one thousand 
dollars per week for individuals or fifteen hundred dollars per week for a pair of students. Fees are 
negotiable in the event that individuals are interested in doing farm labor or carpentry in trade. Particulars 
of this type will be worked out on a specific job basis. 
Contact Drew Fracher at Abiding Grace Farms, 780 Bushtown Road, Harrodsburg, Kentucky, 
40330. 
National Stage Combat Workshop '90 
This year's National Workshop at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas will offer the same classes 
as in the past, with one small variation. Smalls word and quarterstaff will be combined and taught together 
( one and a half weeks on each weapon) in order to shorted the length of the daily schedule. This will allow 
more private tutoring in the evening and will also provide participants with more opportunity to rehearse 
the test fights. 
David Boushey will teach unarmed combat with a small unit of time devoted to television and 
film fighting techniques. Drew Fracher will be teaching smallsword and quarterstaff. Joseph Martinez 
will teach broadsword, and David Leong will teach rapier and dagger. For further information please 
contact the Department of Theatre Arts, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 4505 S. Maryland Parkway, 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-5044. 
The Society of American Fight Directors is also pleased to announce a new training program to 
be held in conjunction with the National Stage Combat Workshop in 1990. This program is designed 
for the student who is looking for intensified training, and fills the gap between the Basic Workshop and 
the Teacher Certification Workshop. It will be offered for the first time at the National Stage Combat 
Workshop in Las Vegas at the University of Nevada, July 16th to August 3rd 1990. 
The classes will be taught by SAFD Fight Masters, and will include advanced techniques in 
Rapier and Dagger, Smallsword, Broadsword, Quarterstaff and Unarmed. We are considering classes 
in acting, voice, flips, two on ones, brawls, knife fights, Sword and Shield, Rapier and Buckler, and gun 
safety. Participants will have the chance to take the Fight Test and upgrade their Actor/Combatant 
Certification for three more years. (Note: All Certificates expire three years from issuance). 
Admittance is limited to those students having passed the SAFD Actor/Combatant Fight Test, 
or by proof of equivalent training. A xerox copy of your Certificate or proof of training must accompany 
your registration. 
We are very excited to be offering this new program, and have named J. Allen Suddeth as the 
A.A.C.W. coordinator. Any questions about the Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop should be 
addressed to: J. Allen Suddeth,131 Linden Ave., Glen Ridge, NJ 07028. 
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BF A Theater Arts, Emphasis Stage Combat" 
The School of Theater at The University of the Arts in Philadelphia is proud to announce its BFA 
Theater Arts, Emphasis Stage Combat, the first degree of its kind in the United States, perhaps in the 
world. During the four year program students will have eight semesters of stage combat and two 
semesters of competitive fencing in addition to humanities, acting, movement, voice, directing, script 
analysis, and theater history. 
The Stage Combat Emphasis will include instruction and experience in unarmed combat, knife, 
foil, sabre, epee, smallsword, raper (with dagger, cloak and gauntlet), bastard broadsword, sword and 
buckler, samurai sword, quarterstaff, fight direction, fight notation, historical research and the teaching 
of stage combat. The first two years are devoted to basic skills and the passing the actor/combatant fight 
test of the Society of American Fight Directors. The third year is devoted to advanced stage fighting 
skills, competitive fencing, and public performance. The fourth year includes student teaching and major 
student-directed performance projects. 
The faculty includes Charles Conwell and Maestro James Murray. Maestro Murray is a fencing 
Master certified by the U.S. Fencing Coach's Association and the International Academy of Arms. He 
is a member of the U.S. National Coaching Staff of the United States Fencing Association . Maestw 
Murray is the fencing coach for Haverford College and the Provost to Maestro Lajos Csiszar at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Charles Conwell is a Certified Stage Combat Instructor and a member of 
the Society of American Fight Directors. Mr. Conwell has trained at two National Stage Combat 
Workshops, in the Jospeh Martinez Academy of Elizabethan Fencing, and with Patrick Crean, Errol 
Flynn's double in The Master of Ballantrae. Mr. Conwell has directed violence for every professional 
theater in Philadelphia, the Hartford Stage Company, the Long Wharf Theater, and Yale Rep. Mr.. 
Conwell is a frequent contributor to the journal The Fight Master and is an authority on the 1914 Patton 
Saber. He created the stage combat program at The University of the Arts and is committed to the 
importance of competitive fencing in stage combat training. 
The importance of Stage combat in The School of Theater's curriculum receives vigorous 
support from Walter Dallas, the School's Director. Mr. Dallas has directed professionally at Yale Rep, 
the Negro Ensemble Company, the Philadelphia Drama Guild, and other regional theaters. 
For further information regarding this exciting new program, contact Charles Conwell, The 
School of Theater, The University of the Arts, Pine and Broad Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19102. 
Telephone: (215) 875-2232. 
• Sec "A New Degree in Stage Combat" on page 21 in this issue. 
THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS 
Policy Statement 
The Society of American Fight Directors is a national organization devoted to training and improving 
the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film 
and television industries. The Society offers educational opportunities across the United States at 
universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop, expressly to disseminate this 
information. The Society of American Fight Directors recognizes individuals in three categories: 
performers (Actor/Combatants), Teachers of Stage Combat, and Fight Directors. This policy statement 
is to address and clarify our position. 
ACTOR/COMBAT ANT 
The Actor/Combatant is an individual who has received a basic class, or workshop, in three to five 
weapon forms, and passes a performance test with a minimum number of required moves. This 
certificate expires three years from the date of issue but is renewable through a re-testing process. This 
does not qualify this individual to teach stage combat, or to arrange fight scenes. We recognize this 
person as a safe and competent performer. 
CERTIFIED TEACHER 
A Certified Teacher of Stage Combat is an individual who has passed the Actor/Combatant Fight Test. 
This person has extensive educational training and has passed tests in the following areas: teaching 
techniques, historical styles, weapons theory and practice, and theatrical choreography. We endorse this 
individual to teach stage combat. 
FIGHT MASTER 
A Fight Master is an individual who has completed all the requirements of an Actor/Combatant and 
Certified Teacher. Beyond this, he has an average of twelve years of professional experience, including 
a minimum of twenty union productions, and must successfully pass an extensive oral, written and 
practical examination. We endorse this individual to teach, coach and choreograph in professional 
theatre, film and television and in the academic arena. 
The Society of American Fight Directors is the only national organization which has developed 
recognized standards for levels of skill in the stage Combat Arts. We hope that these guidelines wi 11 prove 
helpful to producers, directors and educators when employing the services of performers, teachers or 
choreographers of staged violence. 
For further information please contact: 
Richard Raether, Secretary/Treasurer 
1834 Camp A venue 
Rockford, IL 61103 
(815) 9622-65769 
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National Workshop Coordinator 




The Society of American Fight Directors was founded in May, 1977. It is a non-profit organization 
whose aim is to promote the art of fight choreography as an integral part of the entertainment industry. 
Members of the Society of American Fight Directors served the entertainment industry by promoting the 
aesthetics and safety of well-conceived fight choreography. 
Inquiries concerning new memberships, status, or change or address should be addressed to the 
Secretary(freasurer. Initial membership in the Society of American Fight Directors is $25.00. Dues for 
Fight Masters, Certified Teachers, Certified Actor/Combatants and Friends are $25.00 annually. All 
membership dues are to be paid in January to the Secretary Treasurer, Richard Raether, 1834 Camp Ave. , 
Rockford, Illinois 61103. 
Applications for change in status within the Society of American Fight Directors should be addressed 
to the Vice President, Drew Fracher, Abiding Grace Farms, 780 Bushtown Road, Harrodsburg, 
Kentucky 40330. 
J .R. Beardsley 
761 Colusa Avenue 
El Cerrito, California 94530 
(415) 526-3755 
David Boushey 
322 N.W. 175th 
Seattle, Washington 98177 
(206) 542-1649 
Drew Fracher 
Abiding Grace Farm 
780 Bushtown Road 
Harrodsburg, Kentucky 40330 
(606) 366-5549 
Erik Fredricksen 
24724 Apple St. 
Newhall, CA 91321 
(805) 255-1050 
David Leong 
35 Wesl 45th Street Suite 600 




P.O. Box 1053 
Lexington, Virginia 24450 
(703) 463-6837 
Richard Raether 
1834 Camp Avenue 
Rockford, Illinois 61103 
(815) 962-6579 
J. Allen Suddeth. 
131 Linden A venue 
Glen Ridge, New Jersey 07028 
(212) 541-7600 
Christopher Villa 
1736 Santa Ana Canyon Road 
Orange, California 92665 
(714) 285-9120 
Geoffrey Alm 
316 North 83rd 
Seattle, Washington 98108 
Ralph Anderson 
370 West 51st St. #SD 
New York, New York 10019 
Payson Burt 
2315 Parrish St. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvannia 19130 
Brian Byrnes 
100 Bright St. Apt 3 
Jersey City, NJ 07302 
Dan Carter 
Florida State University 
School of Theatre 
Tallahassee, Florida 32306 
Charles Conwell 
112 Merlin Road 
Phoenixville, Pennsylvannia 19460 
Dexter Fidler 
2233 Grant #18 
Berkeley, CA 94703 
James Finney 
529 Ronalds Street 
Iowa City IA 52240 
Mark Guinn 
2904 South A venue 
Memphis, Tennessee 38111 
Chicago, IL 





El Cerrito, California 94530 
Doug Mumaw 
5633 N. Kenmore #82 
Chicago, Illinois 60660 
Mark Olsen 
556 Kling Drive 
Dayton, Ohio 45419 
Susan Vagedes Eviston 
1421 Sleepy Hollow road #7 
Fort Wright, KY 41011 
Steven Vaughn 
800 Vernal Road 
Attica, New York 14011 
Brad Waller 
4404 S. 6th St. 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 
David Woolley 
5633 N. Kenmore # 82 
Chicago, Illinois 60660 
Jack Young 
Department of Drama 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina 27708 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 
David Woolley/Doug Mumaw 
5633 N. Kenmore #82 
Chicago, Illinois 60660 
Dexter Fidler 
2233 Grant St. #18 
Berkeley, Calfiomia 94703 
Jack Young 
Department of Drama 
Duke University 
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Fort Wright, Kentucky 41011 
Dan Carter 
Florida State University 
School of Theatre 
Tallahassee, Florida 
TimCarryer 
1331 N. Sheridan Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvannia 15205 
Bob Walsh 
26 Jerome Avenue 
W. Newton, MA 02165 
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